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Abstract— Nowadays everyone is using social media. Twitter
is the mostly used in overall world. On twitter people can
share everything and they can discuss on every topic. Twitter
have large database and it is updating the all information in
every second. Online customer reviews serve to highlight
positively or negatively various aspects of your business,
including products, services, purchase interactions or
customer support engagements. We are using online and
offline twitter dataset on different types of features like
synonyms, pos tags, emoticons, acronyms, n-gram using
different classifiers. SVM is mostly using in sentiment
analysis.

provide Synonyms score so need to work on Synonyms
features. For company/business to know the rating of their
product geographical representation is available. This is used
in the different kind of platforms like Social media, ecommerce etc[1].

Keywords— N-gram; Emoticons; Synonyms; Acronyms; POS
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Twitter is the biggest platform of social media. Twitter
contains a very valuable information regarding people’s
reviews on all topics and products. Twitter have very large
dataset of people’s sentiments. That dataset use for sentiment
analysis. We have two types of dataset. i) Online ii) Offline
We are using both types of dataset and we get best results of
the sentiments. We are doing different types feature
extractions methods like synonyms, acronyms, emoticons, pos
tags, n-gram and combine features.
A customer review is a review of a product or service made by
a customer who has purchased and used, or had experience
with, the product or service. Customer reviews are a form of
customer feedback on electronic commerce and online
shopping sites [2]. Online customer reviews serve to highlight
positively or negatively various aspects of your business,
including products, services, purchase interactions or
customer support engagements.
A thought, view, or attitude, especially one based mainly on
emotion instead of reason. Sentiment Analysis is a study of
human behavior in which we extract user opinion and emotion
from plain text. Attempts to identify the opinion/sentiment
that a person may hold towards an object. Using natural
language processing, statistics, or machine learning methods
to extract, identify, or otherwise characterize the sentiment
content of a text unit. It is important to analyze emoticons and
suggestions to know the review. Score dictionary does not

Fig.1: Proposed Block Digram
II.
RELATED WORKS
Over [1] Twitter assessment examination has been a hotly
debated issue of research over the most recent couple of years.
Nature of the information mined differs generally relying
upon the point and the last outcome anticipated. Thus, the
systems used to process information and concentrate the
required data are diverse in this paper, they have proposed
another strategy for estimation examination, where a game
plan of tweets to be categorised into 7 distinct classes. The got
results exhibit some potential: the accuracy obtained for multiclass appraisal examination in the enlightening list used was
60.2%. In any case, we assume that a more enhanced getting
ready set would indicate well presentations.
From this [2] examination, they came to consider different
groups that our suspicion scores have a place with both limit
smart moreover, subjectivity canny. Pre-described word
references or estimation gadgets can't cover the right score of
each word in the setting to a sentence, in this manner
surrounding a pack of the results from both the instruments'
score, they can amass 'absolutely' positive and
'unquestionably' negative tweets. A couple of tweets simply
cover news or about other person's opinion on a specific
explanation yet consequent to finding the partiality (earnest
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conviction, feeling or feeling of a particular individual
imparting it) of a tweet we can pack it with conclusion scores
and find the extent of the constructive and contrary
'evaluations' and not fair estimations of a sentence.
In [3] paper examined, the meaning has been assumed to the
POS of the specific words in the certain Tweet information.
Playing available the Sentiment Analysis on the Tweet
information isn't like that of the Sentiment Analysis of the
other information that is achieved utilizing diverse kind of
characterizations.
On [4] Sarcasm location and investigation in electronic life
gives in-critical information into the present general appraisal
on examples and events continuously. The Twitter API is used
to brook tweets with the stamp #sarcasm. In this paper three
counts to be particular Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes and
Linear SVC are taken a gander at for accuracy and F-scores
are delivered for each estimation independently.
In [5] paper, tried a model by utilizing bolster vector machine
on datasets of smarts telephone audits to discover the
extremity of estimations and writings whether positive or
negative and three words identified with the feeling items to
be specific great, awful, super hit. The performing result
models tried to get the estimation of exactness, accuracy,
review and f-proportion of Support vector machine. SVM
accomplished higher exactness and discovered powerful and
better one.
In [6] paper, discuss sentiment digging and it's critical for
business. It causes them to recognize what purchasers think
about their items. Consequently, organizations can have some
thought and take choices in view of client's feeling about their
items. In this way, organizations can roll out a few
improvements in their items as indicated by client's sentiments
bitterly. Along these lines, organizations can set up better
client driven relationship by giving them what they precisely
require. The organizations can discover, draw in and hold
clients; they can save money on generation costs by using the
gained understanding of client prerequisites. Twitter themes
are different. Along these lines, a subject versatile supposition
arrangement technique is proposed to adjust the feeling words
in view of the theme. The non-content highlights additionally
express the feeling of the tweets. The proposed calculation
accomplishes better exactness.
III.
DIFFERENT METHODS
A. PRE-PROCESSING METHODS
1) Data Collection
Information gathering may be those transform of the gathering
everyone information from the website furthermore provision.
Which kind about information we necessity 1st we might
investigate et cetera try for further transform. Conclusion
examination could make connected on Different datasets and
might be gathered starting with Different vaults. Current
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information might have been gathered from twitter API two
sorts for information we camwood utilization.
Online
Online data easily we get from the website and application.
But that data how we can use that is the question for us. So
first we collect data from online. Millions reviews easily get
from internet.
Offline
Offline data is get from the online in csv or excel file. Other
option is we can contact to authorized person and request for
the data.
2) Tokenization
Pre-Processing is the methodology for separating a stream for
gratified up under symbols, words, phrases, or other serious
components called as tokens.
a) The rundown of tokens moves toward becoming
contribution for further preparing, for example, Parsing
or Text mining.
b) Eliminating all non-English Tweets.
c) Translating all the tweets collected to the lower case.
d) Converting hash tags to normal words for example:
#Happy replaced with Happy.
e) Removing any unnecessary characters, extra spaces etc.
f) Expelling accentuation like commas, single/twofold
statements question marks, and so on toward the start
and end of each word in a tweet. E.g. Happy!!!!!!
Supplanted with Happy.
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS
1) POS tags
Parts-of-speech tagging Parts-of-speech (POS) tagging divides
sentences or paragraphs into words and assigning
corresponding parts-of-speech information to each word based
on their relationship with adjacent and related words in a
phrase, sentence, or paragraph. In this paper, a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) based POS tagger is used to identify
the correct POS tag information of given words.
2) Synonyms
It takes every last bit synonyms of expression Furthermore
hunt crazy for those lexicon et cetera provide for those
outcomes.
Example: useful = skilful, descent, decent and so on.
3) Acronyms
It’s converting the short form into full form of words. We
made acronyms dictionary. It have all short form of words and
also full form of words.
Example: BTW = By The Way
4) Emoticons
These incorporate those number of positive, negative,
impartial What's more clowning emoticons. Emoticons
capable of unbiased would don't display reasonable feeling for
example, `` (. _. )'' same time clowning emoticons are ones
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utilized at times for humorous or snide proclamations (e. G.,
``: P’’). [1].
5) N-gram
N-gram is the combination of unigram, bigram and trigram. If
score get by trigram then it’s consider score of trigram. We
check three conditions in N-gram.
6) Afinn
Afinn may be a vocabulary which might have been acquainted
by fin Arup Nielsen. It meets expectations on python What's
more holds a lexicon for 2477 expressions Furthermore their
particular assumption scores. Afinn will be used to relegate
schism scores of the information, the place a –ve score
demonstrates bad (negative) conclusion and certain score
demonstrates certain assumption. Advanced the extent of the
score, higher will be the grade from claiming positivity or
cynicism. There will be no stated extent inside which Afinn
scores would restricted. [2].
7) Lexicon
The “lexicon, which focused on an animal cantered
architecture by Hutto and Gilbert. It active qualitative and
quantitative methods. Also, it did not appeal training abstracts
and had abundant acceleration to accomplish on alive data.
They absolute the aplomb in their dictionary through
comparing with added lexicons, such as SentiWordNet,
Linguistic Inquiry Chat Count, and General Inquirer. For
accurateness of affect analysis, they set the weight to
anniversary chat that could be positive, negative, or aloof
words. As to weight, for example, the absolute chat ‘happy’
was adapted into an affect account of 0.52. If an adverb, such
as ‘so’, was added to the sentence, the account added to 0.61
added than a word, ‘happy’. On the added hand, an abrogating
chat ‘sad’, had the affect account of -0.48 which is an
abrogating number. Thus, the weight of anniversary chat
adumbrated the affect account” added accurately.
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Step 4:- Replace synonyms words with its dictionary words
Glad – Happy, etc.
Step 5:- Apply N-gram Model
Sentence to Word break()
for i=1:all pair
If one_pair()=Ǿ or value else If two_pair()=Ǿ or value else If
three_pair= Ǿ or value else score=0 or max(score) end;
end
Step 6:- Classify using SVM

Fig.2: Proposed Block Diagram
V.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

C. CLASSIFICATION METHODS
SVM will be a well-known regulated machine taking in
calculation. It may be broadly utilized within design
distinguish issues. The development of an ideal hyper plane
will be viewed as the fundamental clue behind SVM, which
may be utilized to arrangement.
IV.
PROPOSED APPROACH
Step 1:- Retrieving Tweets using tweeter API.
Step 2:- Apply Preprocessing
Remove
Special Characters()
Hashtags()
URL()
Common English Words()
Repeated Words()
Step 3:- Replace emoticons into word
:) – happy , etc.

Fig.3: POS Feature + SVM
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about offers extraction, utilizing machine taking in procedure
What's more mixture features (emoticons, synonyms,
Acronyms, N-gram etc.) tries with move forward those
precision contrast with state-of-the-symbolization strategies.
From this research, employments machine taking in method it
will make chose that from client internet reviews that which
you quit offering on that one may be preferred. Using SVM
and Hybrid features getting 98.105 accuracy. In future RF is
use for multi-level Classification.
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